
RULES TERRÀNIA 2020

1.- Definition Terrània

Terrània is the International Pottery Festival organised by the Town Hall of Montblanc through

the Local Tourist Office. 

It takes part in September, normally the last weekend of the month and it takes part in the

following places:

- the ancient church of Sant Francesc

- the cloister of Sant Francesc

- the old hospital of Santa Magdalena

- Sant Miquel’s gallery 

2.- Exhibition and sale in Terrània 

People interested on participate must fill-in the on-line form which will be available at the web

site www.terrania.cat  during the first quarter of the year. 

With the form it will be also requested the following documentation:

 Three high-quality photographs of your work corresponding to the one you will bring to

the festival (one of them will be used for promotional material). 1 MB minimum

 One photo of you stand 

 Your curriculum vitae

 Trading license copy of  proof-employment as a freelance artist  or  tax identification

number with the respective tax office 

 Photocopy of your Identity Card  

 Copy of the public liability insurance 

3.- Cost de participació a Terrània 

The  cost  of  participation  is  100€  and  it  has  to  be  paid  once  the  ceramist  receives  the

acceptance letter to participate in Terrània. Participants who will attend for the second time will

be half repaid and those who have participated more than twice will not be repaid.

http://www.terrania.cat/


4.- Participants selection Terrània 

The Town Hall, through the Local Tourist Office, will select the ceramists who will participate in

the  festival  according  to  the  requested  documentation  and  taking  into  consideration  the

following aspects:

 Quality and variety of the work

 Rotation on the ceramist participation:

The Town Hall, through the Local Tourist Office:
 Will send confirmation letters to successful and unsuccessful applicants in April.
 Will provide a table (3m x 1m), and chairs. 

WARNING: For all those who prefer to bring its own stand, it must respect the 
measures and have to inform the organization.

 Will  keep  the  right  of  taking  apart  a  stand  if  it  does  not  correspond  with  the
photographs sent.

 Informs that lightning of the stands will be the one that the church has and more lamp
posts will be provided for each stand.

 Will keep the right of changing the rules if it is necessary.
 Will use your personal details given at the application form and a photograph to make a

catalogue.
 Will choose three pottery jewellery stands.  The other stands will not be able to

exhibit jewellery.

5.- Jury of Terrània 

The jury will be formed by: three legal representatives of the Town Hall (the town councillor

who will be the president, the manager of the Local Tourist Office and the person who is in

charge of the events who will be the secretary without full rights) and the potters of the Conca

de Barberà.

The jury will gather to select the potters who will take part in the festival and will extend a

meeting minute with the decision.  The Local  Tourist  Office  will  inform the decision  to  the

interested people informing if they have been selected to participate, if not or if they keep on

reserve.  In  that  case,  this  person  will  be  on  a  list  and  in  case  there  is  an  injury  the

organisation will contact a person of the reserves list to participate. 

6.- Payment and acceptance to participate at Terrània 

To confirm the  acceptance,  participants  must  transfer  the  totality  of  the  import  to  an account

number  of  the  Town  Hall.  In  case  a  participant  doesn’t  pay  before  the  term  expires,  the

organization will exclude this application and will contact the first person of the reserves list. 



In case a participant pay the totally of the import and finally he can’t participate he will be

totally  repaid  under  the  condition  of  he  informs the  organisation  three  months  maximum

before the Festival. In case of delay, the ceramist will not be repaid.

The organization will send the location of the stand together with the acceptance letter. 

7.- Assembly and dismantling of stands in Terrània 

Participants will be able to set up the first day of the Festival from 8am to 5pm and they will be

able to take apart the last day after the closure of the Festival. It is forbidden to take apart

before and in case a participant does it, this will be penalized. 


